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Part 1 Synopsis
1.1 This paper addresses a fundamental question which has exercised innumerable mystics and
scientists down the ages, and still does: how the matter in living organisms is organised
and controlled. Mainstream science either ignores this problem, or explains it away as
superstition. The founders of the SMN did not accept this blinkered view, and have given a
platform to anyone to wants to discuss it, as we are doing now.
1.2 I gave a paper in Rome last year (29.9.16) titled: ‘Could psi effects and astrology be
caused by an A field?’, published as 9.108 on www.reginaldkapp.org. I proposed the
hypothesis that an A (Akashic) field exists, which creates a cosmic internet, that empowers life
and consciousness to develop, and by which we can send a mails. In this paper I flesh out this
hypothesis, giving evidence for it, and developing the mechanism by which it might work to
answer the fundamental question of how living matter is organised and controlled.
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1.3 The A field was postulated by Ervin Laszlo in his book in 2007: ‘Science and the Akashic field;
An integral theory of everything’. The term ‘A field’ includes a nested hierarchy of fields, which
include Rupert Sheldrake’s morphogenetic and morphic fields. However they are undetectable by
any man made measuring device, so mainstream science rejects them as superstition. However,
we all know from our own experience that something that we call life force, spirit, chi, prana,
etc makes us feel alive, and A fields are the best explanation suggested to date.
1.4 In the discussion, Eve Hicks asked: ‘what is a field’, which led to fields being included in the
title of this year’s conference. I will therefore start by going back to the basics of how fields
transmit information from a sender to a receiver. However, the messages are not just noise, but
Bohm showed that they include ‘in-formation’ which in-forms and continuously creates the matter
in the whole universe, perhaps like a 3 D printer.
1.5 Many open minded scientists now believe in the view of religions that everything in the
universe is intrinsically ‘alive’ with electro magnetic vibrating energy at various frequencies,
spinning, and carrying charges positive or negative, which attract or repel other particles, so
naturally form ordered latticed structures like crystals. I postulate that these attractions and
repulsions make them intrinsically ‘conscious’ of each other, in ‘love’ or ‘hate’ relationship, which is
the mechanism of consciousness at the primary level of sub atomic particles (quanta).
1.6 We humans have learned how to make and use mobile devices to communicate and surf the
internet. They work by transmitting information wirelessly using Electro Magnetic Fields (EMFs)
and discriminate to who can receive them by tuning them to the right resonant frequency. I
postulate that A fields and the cosmic internet can similarly connect every particle that tunes to
the right resonant frequency to receive and send in-formation, which gives us life. However, only
living organisms can receive them, and not by man made devices, so the A field must use
different technology to EMFs (frequencies, modulation, etc).
1.7 The SMN was founded to give a platform for scientific enquiry of how non material influences
work including intuition, telepathy, synchronicity, remote viewing, channelling, family
constellations and astrology. I postulate that the A field and cosmic internet provides a natural,
physical explanation for them all. I hope that you will understand and accept it, and join my
campaign for mainstream science to integrate it with established disciplines, and publicly fund the
proper study of it.
Part 2 The scale of the problem of control and organisation of living creatures, and the
coining of the new word ‘diathete’ to discuss it.
2.1 There is no denying the fact that particles of matter are brought together and organised to
create living bodies, (such as yours and mine), and then are continuously controlled to behave as
they do for as long as we live, so diathesis really happens, and at scale.
The numbers of these particles is very great, around 10 to the power of 34 in one human, as each
of us contain 50 trillion cells. Each cell is said to be ‘more complicated than London’, and
contains billions of molecules, each molecule contains millions of atoms, and each atom
contains millions of sub atomic particles. And there are squillions of living organisms like us, all
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needing to be controlled. Each of these squillions of particles is somehow automatically controlled
to go to the right place, and do the right thing every nano second of our life.
2.2 Religious people attribute this organisation and control to supernatural causes, such as God,
but this ducks the question ‘how’? A century ago scientists including Whitehead, Eddington,
Bergson, Jeans and Einstein, were seeking better answers, including my father Reginald Kapp
(1885-1966) who was writing a book called ‘Science versus materialism’ (R Kapp 1940) about it
82 years ago, when I was in my mother’s womb, from which I have inherited a fascination for this
subject.
2.3 Reginald Kapp’s concept of ‘diathetes’ and ‘diathesis’.
Like most writers since Decartes, my father was a dualist, and divided reality into either matter,
defined as everything that has location, or non-material influences (such as mind, life force,
spirit, soul, chi, prana, purpose, will, etc) that lack location. He wanted to avoid any religious
connotations, so coined a new generic word for all these influences -‘diathete’ , defining it as a
non-material influence without location that acts on matter to control it to conform to a
specification. (R Kapp 1940)
2.4 He continued this study in his second book: ‘Mind, life and body’ (R Kapp 1951) developing a
vocabulary of words derived from this, to better articulate the concepts around the specific
problem of control of particles. The agency by which diathetes control matter he called
‘diathesis’. For example, for all man made things, the diathesis was supplied by those who
designed and made them. He pointed out that physics textbooks of his day described matter as
inert and lifeless, (like bricks) hence unable to provide diathesis.
2.5 He tried to apply the technology of control as done by servo mechanisms (relays) and he
sought the controlling element in a primary relay, calling it a eudiathetous mechanism. He
wrote that this mechanism can only occur in living substance, such as in a synapse, and
tentatively concluded that ‘the diathete controls the moment in time when a specific atom in a
large organic molecule acquires the minimum activating energy…..to activate or inhibit a vital
process’ (p187)
2.6 His final sentence is: ‘I shall be well content if one conclusion only is reached from this
evidence. It is that a prima facie case has been made for the new field of study for which I have
suggested the name Diathetics.’ However, these new names never took on, as his books were
ignored. He explained this by saying that he was 50 years before his time, so I republished them
in 2004 on www.reginaldkapp.org.
2.7 ‘Matter is a diathete’. However, on the penultimate page of his first book (R Kapp 1940 p
278) he concluded testily: ‘Materialists have always vacillated between the two theories that either
there are no diathetes or Matter is a diathete. Our purpose has been to reveal the absurdity of
these two theories, and to show that materialism cannot be maintained without the one or the
other of them. Having done this we have completed our present task.’
2.8 I cannot say that everything in the universe is alive, because this furniture looks dead, but I
can accept that the elementary particles in me are alive because I can feel my molecules
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resonating with the morphogenetic field that created me. They must therefore have intrinsic
organising and controlling and ability. In other words, they are diathetes, and can perform
diathesis, so my father’s statement (published in 1940) was correct, that contrary to physics
textbooks, materialists are right because ‘matter is a diathete’.
2.9 Incorporating these new words into the vocabulary The new words he coined carry
useful meanings which enable better descriptions of the process of control of particles, so deserve
to be added to the vocabulary. The words ‘control’ and ‘organise’ describe what all of us are doing
most (if not all) of the time, and each particular discipline develops its own vocabulary and
literature describing how to do it. For example, control of other people is called ‘management’,
and control of children is called ‘parenting’, and ‘education’.
2.10 Control of particles deserves the same disciplined attention, particularly in the scientific study
of consciousness, which tries to explain how we are aware of what is going on around us. This is
the ‘hard’ problem in science, which I think can be explained by the influence of the A field on
particles which are conscious of each other by their charge and spin, which attracts or repels,
hence having a love/hate relationship. I therefore use my father’s new words in this paper.
Part 3 How fields transmit in-formation, and how they can in-form material structures.
3.1 What is a field? Fields transmit information and in-formation between a sender and
receiver in different locations, so at a distance from each other, by means of waves of energy,
vibrating at different frequencies. This is usually by means of a ‘carrier’ wave, on which a ‘signal’
is superimposed, to ride piggyback on it. The following fields are familiar ones, which are accepted
by mainstream science as real, (unlike the A field, and morphic fields)
3.2 Waves The surface of water (such as the ocean) are the carrier of fields of information, eg
wakes of ships. Sound fields caused by vibrating things (like strings, vocal chords, columns of air)
moving molecules of air at the speed of sound. Light is a field of rays (of say sunlight) which
travel as waves at high frequencies and short wave length at the speed of light. Photons
(particles) can spontaneously turn into waves, and back into photons in the image on a screen,
(the wave/particle dilemma): ‘When you ain’t looking it’s like a wave, when you are looking, its
like a particle’ (Fred Alan Wolf 2004)
3.3 Gravitational field of the earth, which my father (R Kapp 1960) proposed is caused by
pulses of the curvature of space when matter disappears spontaneously in heavenly bodies. The
quantum, or zero point field (ZPF) (McTaggart 2001) may be a subsidiary field to the A field.
Magnetic fields around magnets are the force which pulls motors in electric trains. Electrostatic
fields cause lightning, and electric shocks, and are how touch screens work. Electro-magnetic
fields, (EMFs) by which radio, television, and mobile phones send and receive wireless
information, using carrier waves, on which the signal is superimposed by amplitude (AM) or
frequency modulation (FM)The internet is a field which works by EMFs.
3.4 Brain waves Cells in human and animal bodies also generate EMFs, (EEGs) DNA is helically
coiled to provide the most efficient aerial to transmit morphogenetic field signals to provide the
diathesis to grow the organism from seed by cell division. Ormus, crystals, etc appear to
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broadcast fields which enhance growth in plants, and have healing effects on animals’ brain
coherence, perhaps because they resonate at the same frequencies morphic fields.
3.5 A computer programme can be sent by a field
In-formation is stored in computer programmes, and can be transmitted over the internet as
emails and downloads. Ordinary printers take a file and print it on paper with ink. 3D printers print
not ink, but particles of matter (such as plastic) on a surface, and then print a second layer on
top, and so on to build a 3 dimensional object. This could be how the morphogenetic field in DNA
builds particles in the right places to create living organisms like you and me as the waveforms
from light are collapsed (Goswami 2008). Many living tissues are fractals, which are repeated
patterns, which can be generated by computers.
3.6 How light can be converted to
movement
The universe is a perpetual motion machine,
being full of energy fields, such as light. The
principle of how light can be converted into
movement is demonstrated in this photo of
nodding toys. Whenever sufficient light falls
on the photo voltaic panel, the dinosaur’s
jaw chumps, and the monkey wobbles,
demonstrating the direct conversion of the
sun’s energy from positively charged
photons to negatively charged electrons as
electric current, which flows past a magnet
to move a pendulum.
3.7 Photosynthesis Energy creates matter in plants by photosynthesis. Light falls on leaves
containing proteins called chlorophyll, and the protons and electrons convert the water in the sap
by electro chemical reaction with atmospheric carbon dioxide to make sugar (carbohydrate)
particles and release oxygen back into the atmosphere.
The light waves collapse into newly created carbohydrate particles, and diathesis from the
morphogenetic field of the species puts them in the right place to grow the plant towards the
light. The diathesis is contained in the DNA, which is in every cell of the seed, and is replicated in
every successive cell that grows by division. Animals are more complicated than plants, being
mobile, but they are created in essentially the same way.
3.8 What is life and death according to this hypothesis? All matter is atoms and molecules
vibrating at different frequencies, so can be said to be ‘alive’ in some way by virtue of this
movement. However, most matter is so fast asleep that to call it ‘alive’ stretches meaning too
far. However, under this hypothesis, the atoms and molecules in living matter are different,
being capable of tuning themselves to resonate with the morphogenetic and morphic fields of
their species, and so are truly alive, in the sense that they make the organism act as if it is alive
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(eg get up and dance). The matter that we commonly describe as ‘dead’ cannot tune itself to
these frequencies, as happens to our flesh when our bodies die.
Part 4 Hypothesis of how the A field and cosmic internet create life and the universe
4.1

Consciousness is the primary ‘ground of all being’ because each elemental particle has a
charge and spin, giving it an intrinsic relationship, hence is ‘conscious’ of where it is in
relation to other particles. This relationship can be coherent, (meaningful) entangled, and
sociable (Laszlo 2007) or antisocial. This intrinsic consciousness extends to every higher
level, including humans and societies, where we recognise them as love and hate, resulting
in sex, war, and say, the Brexit negotiations. This is the truth in the Hermetic axiom: ‘as
above so below’, and is the mechanism of consciousness.

4.2

As proposed by Plato and Kepler’s ‘music of the spheres’, an A (Akashic) field of waves of
in-formation like a cosmic internet (J Kapp 2016) pervades the solar system,
interconnecting particles in these conscious relationships wherever they are, over a range
of frequencies spanning 70 octaves, and travelling at tens of thousands times the speed of
light. (Laszlo 2007)

4.3

The material universe was and is continuously being created spontaneously by these A field
waveforms collapsing into particles of matter, which fall on to stars, creating solar systems
and galaxies (R Kapp 1960) under his proposed principle of ‘symmetrical impermanence’.
He estimated that matter has a half life of around 350 million years, so disappears
spontaneously when it is in those stars, causing gravity pulses (waves) curving local space,
attracting other bodies (R Kapp 1960)

4.4

Jupiter was a smaller binary twin of our sun until 4.5 billion years ago, when these
disappearances in it had caused it to rotate so fast that it exploded, creating the planets of
our solar system. Proof of this is the existence of heavy metals on our earth, which needed
the temperature in a sun to be formed. ( R Kapp 1960 p 231, appendix D)

4.5

Like all waves, the A field waves can create interference patterns, either resonating in
harmony with other waves, (sociable) or clash in disharmony (antisocial). ‘When you ain’t
looking, its like a wave, when you are looking, its like a particle’ (Fred Alan Wolf 2004) so
particles seem to teleport themselves by hitching a ride on a wave, and morphing back into
a particle on arrival.

4.6

The A field is the outermost field, also know as ‘the One’, ‘the Absolute’, the ‘cosmic mind’
(Wyss 2014) and consists of a nested hierarchy of a multitude of other fields within it,
including morphogenetic fields, and morphic fields, which are contained in holographic
memory located in particles.

4.7

The morphogenetic fields of our species are like computer programmes, stored in our DNA
which has a mechanism (perhaps like a 3 D printer, creating fractals) supplying the
diathesis to place and maintain the particles in their correct positions to enable the
organism to be what it is throughout its lifespan. They are known as spirit, chi, prana.
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4.8

Life is the capability to tune molecules to resonate at the frequencies of the morphogenetic
and morphic fields of their species. The A field is the life force, and is like a broadcast of
‘music’ or in-formation originating from the galaxies around us, and exciting our molecules
when we ‘hear’ the right resonating frequencies (as music in a disco makes us come to
life).

4.9

Some 3.5 billion years ago on earth, the right conditions (temperature, water, frequencies,
etc) were available to spontaneously create the first living cells (prokaryotes) by
autopoiesis, which bred and developed by evolution to create the tree of life as we know it
today.(Capra 2014)

4.10

Morphic fields control the behaviour of each species, and each subset, down to the family
and the individual, throughout its life, and are known as the soul. (Sheldrake 1997) They
can be accessed as the ‘knowing field’ in family constellation groups. (www.hellinger.com)
When our body can no longer receive the signals from these morphogenetic and morphic
fields, it dies. However, those fields never die, so are immortal.

4.11

Particles which collapsed from the waveform of light are not inert, lifeless building blocks,
but carry diathetic qualities such as charge (positive, negative, or neutral), and spin, one
way or the other, hence polarisation, which causes them to either attract or repel each
other. (Pollack 2001, 2013) and spontaneously form themselves into atoms, molecules,
fractals, cells, organs, bodies, which think and act as they do. This attraction can be very
strong, (such as picking up salt on a wet finger, or riding on wet sand) which enables them
to stick together like leggo or magnetic toys.

4.12

The energy for this process of creating life is supplied from photons of light (visible and
infrared) which is how plants are made entirely by photosynthesis. Animals are also made
from light, but not directly, as they eat plants, or other animals that eat plants. Humans
receive 80 % of their required energy directly from light, getting only 20% from eating
food. (Pollack 2013) This explains how some people can live without eating any food.

4.13

There is no meaningful distinction between matter and non material influences without
location because of the wave/particle dilemma. Waves cannot have any meaningful
location, yet can and do morph spontaneously into particles with location, say by thoughts,
which are collapsed waves (Goswami 2008). These can be detected as brain waves with
location in regions of the brain. Furthermore, sub atomic particles can form the structure of
new neurons, whose location can be measured, as neurons that fire together wire together.

4.14

The A field is one field of energy, (giving rise to the axiom ‘all is one’) but splits into 2
(called yang – outward moving, perhaps Bohm’s explicate order), and yin – inward moving,
perhaps Bohm’s implicate order) and into the 3 modes – cardinal (initiation - Brahma) fixed
(maintained - Vishnu) and mutable (destruction – Shiva) and the astrological elements of
Fire, Earth, Air, and Water. (Mary Schmitt, 2007, appendix 1N) who says that these are
all that is visible at extreme magnification (10 to the power of 34)
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4.15

The 3 modes combine with the 4 elements to make the 12 Zodiac archetypes: Aries
(cardinal fire) Taurus (Fixed Earth) Gemini (Mutable Air) Cancer (Cardinal Water) Leo
(Fixed Fire) Virgo (Mutable Earth) Libra (Cardinal Air) Scorpio (Fixed Water) Sagittarius
(Mutable Fire) Capricorn (Cardinal Earth) Aquarius (Fixed Air) and Pisces (Mutable Water)

4.16

The A field energy that comes from the galaxies varies with the direction of the tropical
zodiac. When the sun, moon and planets are in those signs, their individual fields are
added. Thus when Mars is in Aries, the combined energy is more aggressive, accounting for
the changing quality of time (zeitgeist) (Wyss 2014)

4.17

Animals and humans breathe the subtle energy of the A field into our bodies at every
breath, together with the quality of time. Our first breath as babies sets the settings on our
biocomputer, which affects our physical structure and physiognomy, explaining the
differences in our appearance.

4.18

Our behaviour, individually and collectively, can be partially explained by the different
quality of time. Our life force energy is inhaled with every breath from the A field. This
subtle energy depends on the cosmological quality of each moment in time. This partially
explains our behaviour, individually and collectively. For example, the historical energies of
different times (such as the revolutionary ‘arab spring’ caused by the separating square
between Uranus and Pluto from 2011 to 2016) (Wyss 2014)

4.19

Our behaviour is mainly determined by the morphic behaviour field programmes with which
we were conditioned by our experience throughout our life to date, which are hard wired
into our brains neural pathways like hardware. However, these are plastic, and can be
changed through neuroplasticity by acquiring new attitudes (such as mindfulness courses)
but which have to be maintained for at least 40 days (quarantine).

4.20

Intuition (6th sense) and the other psi phenomena derived from it (telepathy, remote
viewing, mediumship, channelling, NDEs, OBEs, family constellations, etc) can be explained
as A mails received over the A field, or its subsidiary fields, (morphogenetic, morphic,
knowing, etc.)

5 Conclusion - the consequences of this hypothesis if accepted as true
5.1

Influences, (including life force, soul, spirit, chi, prana) hitherto thought to be
supernatural, non material and non physical, now can and should be accepted as being
material and physical at the quantum level, and at every higher level, as they can now be
meaningfully explained by the natural physical causes of attraction and repulsion of
charge, coherence, and entanglement.

5.2

The previously assumed supernatural creators of those influences can be explained away as
anthropomorphic projections. These creators include gods, God, devils, spirits, angels,
fairies, pixies, manikins, ghouls, ghosts.
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5.3

The mythical places that the creators of those influences were supposed to reside can be
explained away as anthropomorphic projections. Those places include heaven, hell, spirit
world, interlife, purgatory.

5.4

The effects of those influences can now be meaningfully explained in psychological terms.
Those effects include consciousness, (which is intrinsic to particles by virtue of their charge,
spin, coherence and entanglement), spirit (which is our mind’s image of the morphogenetic
field that created us) and soul (which is the mind’s image of the morphic field which
controls us).

5.5

Phenomena, previously rejected by science, can now be accepted and studied
meaningfully, as they can be explained as physical effects of the A field and cosmic
internet. These phenomena include intuition, 6th sense, the knowing field, telepathy,
premonition, clairvoyance, mediumship, synchronicity, syntropy, remote viewing, distant
healing, spontaneous remission from illness, Near Death Experiences (NDEs) Out of Body
Experiences (OBEs)

5.6

The bio psycho social (holistic – body, mind, spirit) model now can and should replace the
medical model, and should be recognised as scientifically valid, as the mind is the diathete
controlling and organising thought, and the soul and spirit are not delusions or illusions, but
verifiable images of the morphic and morphogenetic fields that controls and created us,
respectively.

5.7

Meta and para (beyond) disciplines created to prevent these phenomena from being
studied by their mainstream discipline can and should be integrated into that discipline, and
their study publicly funded. These disciplines include metaphysics, parapsychology, the
paranormal, extra sensory perception (ESP) astrology, family constellations, systemic work.

6 Recommendations
I recommend that the reader and the SMN should lobby politicians and scientists to:
a) Incorporate the study of these non-material influences into the appropriate mainstream branch
of science, so that staff can be recruited and publicly funded to study them properly.
b) That psychiatry should update the medical model with the bio psycho social (holistic) model,
acknowledging mind as the diathete controlling and organising our thoughts, soul the morphic
field that controls us, and spirit as the morphogenetic field that created us.
c) That psychiatry should substitute talking therapy for antidepressant and antipsychotic
medication, as recommended by the United Nations (appendix 11of 9.120 of
www.reginaldkapp.org)
d) That psychiatry and psychology should incorporate mindfulness meditation into their talking
therapies, (Siegel 2010) as the active ingredients of healing are love and meditation.
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‘Life is not something that has emerged from dead matter, and that needs to be explained in
terms of the vital factors of vitalism. All nature is alive. The organising principles of living matter
are different in degree but not different in kind from the organising principles of molecules, of
societies or of galaxies. ‘Biology is the study of the larger organisms, whereas physics is the study
of the smaller organisms’ as Whitehead puts it. And ‘in the light of the new cosmology, physics is
also the study of the all-embracing cosmic organism, and of the galactic, stellar and planetary
organisms that have come into being within it.’ And (p 307) ‘the hypothesis of formative causation
could be translated into other terminologies…..eg subtle bodies, akashic records, quantum
physics, non local connections and correlations.’
B Gerald Pollard 2001 (p 129)
‘The notion of continuity across the living- non-living boundary seems logical because the
boundary is fuzzy. Is the seed living? What about the virus? Presupposing similar principles
operating on either side of the boundary provides an appropriately seamless transition between
living and non living. It also forces us to accede to the notion that the cell does not function by
special mechanisms. Although the cell may seem special to us, its mechanisms may be fully
humdrum, and completely orthodox.’
C Lynne McTaggart 2001, (p xiii)
‘At our most elemental, we are not alchemial reaction, but an energetic charge. Human beings
and all living things are coalescence of energy in a field of energy connected to everything else in
the world. This pulsating energy field is the central engine of our being, and our consciousness,
the alpha and omega of our existence. …..this field is responsible for our mind’s highest functions,
the information source guiding the growth of our bodies. It is our brain, our heart our memory –
indeed a blueprint for the world for all time. The field is the force, rather than germs or genes,
that finally determines whether we are healthy or ill, the force which must be tapped in order to
heal…… ‘The Zero Point Field is a repository of all fields, and all ground energy states and all
virtual particles – a field of fields.’ (p 23)
D Bruce Lipton 2009 (p17)
In ‘Spontaneous evolution, and a way to get there from here’ ‘Both conventional science and new
age science agree that at its basic level, life derives from molecular movements within a
biochemical mechanism. To uncover the real secret of life that lies beyond mere mechanics,
we are obliged to first examine the mechanical nature of our cells. ….To make it easier to
understand life according to new edge science, we’ve created an illustration of a cell with
metaphorical parts: a set of gears, driven by a motor, and monitored by a gauge….A switch
controls the function by turning the mechanism on and off. The gauge is a feedback device that
reports on how the mechanism is functioning. …..The moving parts are molecules called proteins,
physical building blocks which assemble themselves, and interact to generate the cells
behaviour and functions…….if the proteins stop moving you are well on the way to
becoming a cadaver. Therefore life derives from forces that put proteins into motion, and thus
generate behaviour. The switch is the mechanism that put the protein gears into motion, because
life requires precise integration and coordination between cellular behaviours…instruments
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in an orchestra….the switches inside the cell membrane represent a conductor that
harmoniously controls and regulates the cells various functional systems. ….The big question
concerning the secret of life is ‘who or what turns on the switch?’...Signals represent
environmental forces that switch on the motor within the cell and cause protein gears to
move…the air we breathe, the food we eat, the people we touch, even the news we hear….each
protein responds to an environmental signal with an intimacy and accuracy of a key
fitting into its matching lock…..The coupling of a protein molecule with a complementary
environmental signal causes the protein molecule to change its shape, which by its nature, is
expressed as movement. The cell harnesses these molecular movements to drive its life –
providing protein pathways, such as respiration, digestion and muscle contraction. Protein
movements animate the cell, bringing it to life.’ (p 20)
E Ervin Laszlo 2007
He calls this field the Akashic (A) field, but in earlier books he called it the ‘quantum vacuum
interaction’ (QVI) field and the ‘psi’ field. (p168) His conclusion (p157) is: ‘There is an explanation
for the phenomenon that puzzle today’s frontline investigators; we can understand what
processes underlie the nonlocal coherence of the human body, of all life, of the quantum, and of
the entire universe. It is the presence of in-formation throughout the cosmos, carried and
conveyed by the universal in-formation field we have named the Akashic field. The action of this
subtle but real A field explains the nonlocality of the smallest measurable units of the universe as
well as that of its largest measurable structures. It explains the coherence of living organisms and
their coherence with the milieu in which they live and evolve. It also explains the coherence of the
human brain, and of the consciousness associated with it, in regard to the brain and
consciousness of other human beings, and even of the world at large. And last, but not least, it
explains the astounding fact that the physical parameters of the universe are so finely adjusted
that living organisms can exist and evolve on this planet, and possibly on countless other planets
in this and in other galaxies…………..
There is no need to ascribe nonlocal coherence – the remarkable and time-transcending
connection of everything with everything else – to the action of divine will, or to forces above or
beyond the natural world. Nonlocal coherence is a bona fide scientific phenomenon, just as real
and understandable as light, electromagnetism, mass, and gravitation – although initially they
prove to be just as puzzling as they have been. A field in-formation is the logical explanation of
nonlocal coherence; of the mysterious way in which quanta are connected across space and time,
of the evident but nonetheless astounding fact that we and other organisms have evolved and can
live on this planet, and last but not least of the seemingly miraculous capacity of the universe to
bring forth human beings such as you and I who now ask themselves why this universe is so well
tuned that in all essential respects it is both instantly and universally interconnected.’ (p 157)
F Pollack 2013 p115 Charge gradients produce flow in tubes
‘Charge gradients are powerful drivers of all kinds of flow….. in hydrophillic (not hydrophobic)
tubes, such as capillary blood vessels…. Thus penetration of light into your body could plausibly
help drive capillary flow…and assist the heart, and enable the sap to rise to 100 m in giant
redwood trees. P219 Protonated water – the positively charged water molecules that inevitably
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rise from the presence of exclusion zones (Ezs). Those charged molecules can wreak havoc. Their
sundry actions include reducing friction, wedging surfaces apart, making ice slippery, running
batteries, driving catylists, amd powering fluid flows. A good case can be made that all of these
processes at in least part, from the charges generated by EZ (exclusion zone) formation….Radiant
energy drives each of them.
The concept of a gel like cytoplasm turns out to be replete with power. It accounts for the
characteristic partitioning of ions between the inside and outside of the cell (chapter 6) It also
explains the cells electrical potential; potentials of substantial magnitude can be measured in gels,
as well as in dismembered cells … Thus the gel-like character of the cytoplasm accounts

for the basic features of cell biophysics. …..gels are not inert. With modest prompting,
polymer gels undergo structural transitions that can be as profound as that of ice to
water, which is why they are classified as phase transitions. …..phase transition could be a
common denominator of cell function, including material transport, motility, division,
secretion, communication, contraction….a single unifying mechanism.
G Bruce Lipton, cellular biologist confirms that molecules assemble themselves
Lipton believes that given the right environmental conditions (such as the presence of sunlight
and water and nutrients at the right temperature, pressure and other conditions) life
spontaneously ‘happens’ at the molecular level. This seems to confirm not only that matter is a
diathete, but diathetes can create life.
H Gerald Pollack’s work on ordering of water also confirms matter is a diathete.
Ervin Laszlo mentioned how water differs from other matter because of the weak bonds of its
hydrogen atoms. Gerald Pollack 2001 p)xi, writes: ‘The gel like nature of the cytoplasm forms
the foundation for this book….a gel is quite different from an aqueous solution’ – it is a matrix of
polymers to which water and ions cling. That’s why gelatin desserts retain water, and why a
cracked egg feels gooey.
(p126) ‘Elastomeric gels undergo reversible transition between a longer and shorter state (figure
8.12) In the longer state the water is ordered; in the shorter state the water is dis-ordered,
and induced disordering can facilitate the long to short transition. The transition
generates enough mechanical power to function as an artificial muscle (p 129) ….Triggering of
this elastomeric transition can be effected by a multiplicity of agents. Temperature…..Another
attractive feature of the phase-transition hypothesis is the implicit notion that cellular
processes are not necessarily anything special- cells would operate by the very same physical
and chemical principles that govern ordinary non-biological systems, and not by special
inventions of the celestial committee. The notion of continuity across the living- non-living
boundary seems logical because the boundary is fuzzy. Is the seed living? What about the virus?
Presupposing similar principles operating on either side of the boundary provides an appropriately
seamless transition between living and non living. It also forces us to accede to the notion
that the cell does not function by special mechanisms. Although the cell may seem special to
us, its mechanisms may be fully humdrum, and completely orthodox.’
In his subsequent book: ‘The 4th phase of water beyond solid liquid vapour,’ (Pollack 2013, p34)
he writes: ‘He (Gilbert Ling) emphasised the central role of water ordering in cell functioning,
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building a revolutionary framework for biological understanding. He wrote 5 books on the subject,
the latest being his 2001 monograph ‘Life at the cell and below cell level’. This book argues that
the cell’ s charged surfaces order nearby water molecules, which in turn exclude most
solutes. According to Ling, this ordering is the very reason why most solutes occur in low
concentrations inside the cell: the cells ordered water excludes them.’
This is how all living creatures survive. Plants receive light on their leaves, and convert it to
carbon from the atmosphere by photo synthesis. The upper surface of the leaf draws the CO2 into
it by gravity, and the spare oxygen gets repelled out of the underside of the leaf by magnetism.
I Charge gradients produce ordering of molecules and flow in tubes
Pollack 2013 p62 ‘The characteristic of protein surfaces is that they are studded with charge.
Proteins are built of a long string of amino acids giving rise to a backbone with side chains.
Charges arise both from carbonyl (-) and amino (+) groups, and from the side chains (+ or -)
thus each amino acid will produce several charges. Since these charges are mainly situated on the
protein’s surface rather than the interior, the surface will be densely coated with charge. These
charges should have a profound effect on vicinal water. Because of its dipolar nature, the water
molecule will be attracted; to minimise potential energy it will adsorb’ Figure 4.5, shows water
molecules like dipole magnets lining themselves up in rows and columns, thereby ordering
themselves like soldiers on the surface, showing that they are ‘conscious’ of each other.
J Sheldrake 1995 p 107. Memory is inherent in morphogenetic fields
‘The idea that morphogenetic fields contains an inherent memory is the starting point for the
hypothesis of formative causation…..Each kind of cell, tissue, organ, and organism has its own
kind of field. These fields shape and organise developing micro organisms, plants and animals,
and stabilise the forms of adult organisms. They do this on the basis of their own spacio-temporal
organisations. The temporal aspect of these morphogenetic fields is brought out most clearly in
the concepts of chreodes (marbles running down valleys) and morphogenetic attractors….towards
which chreodes guide the developmental process……the structure of these fields depends on what
has happened before…..They represent a kind of pooled or collective memory of the species. Each
member of the species is moulded by the species field, and contributes to them, influencing future
members of the species… and works on morphic resonance…..which does not require a transfer of
energy, but information.
Morphic resonance involves a kind of action at a distance in both
space and time. ‘
The above passage (an everything else of Sheldrake’s work that I have read) leads me to the
conclusion that his ‘morphic, and morphogenetic’ fields are synonymous with Laszlo’s A field.
Indeed, he implies this, writing (p 307) ‘the hypothesis of formative causation could be translated
into other terminologies…..eg subtle bodies, akashic records, quantum physics, non local
connections and correlations.’
K Goswami 2008 confims non locality and connection through consciousness.
Prof Amit Goswami (who holds a chair in quantum physics, and is the son of a guru) describes the
soul as a ‘ quantum monad’, (p200) He says (p280) Non-locality is subtle. It also implies that you
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and I are connected without any signals through space and time. So our connection through
consciousness transcends space and time. Yet we are also manifestations of the same
consciousness; it is consciousness that is imminent in us.’ Jesus says: ‘the kingdom of heaven is
within you, and it is also without you’ The kingdom is not localizable. We cannot say it is here or
there, or at any one place. It is both outside and inside, both transcendant and immanent. All this
is resonant with the messages of quantum physics.’ (p280)
L Capra 2014 confirms the existence of self-organising fields
Fritof Capra in ‘A systems view of life )(Capra 2014 p 134/5) defines life as a ‘system of
interlocked autopoietic systems‘ , and defines ‘autopoietic’ as: a ‘system capable of sustaining
itself due to a system of reactions which continually regenerate the components. I interpret that
definition to mean that the component parts (elementary particles) in living bodies are subject to
a ‘self organising field’, which is the A field from which thoughts collapse into particles of matter,
which behave as described elsewhere.
Capra 2014 p285 line 1 says: ‘From our point of view, the apparent dichotomy (God) dissolves
when we move from organised religion to the broader realm of spirituality, and when we
recognise that both spiritual experience and the mystery we find at the edge of every scientific
theory transcends all words and concepts. With this (spiritual) attitude we can marvel at the
scientific narrative of how matter condensed into the first forms of life and evolved ever

more complex structures, and cognitive processes, all the way to the emergence of
consciousness, while we can enjoy the richness of spiritual teachings gleaned from the worlds
religious traditions at each stage of this unfolding’.
M Max Planck on consciousness
‘I regard consciousness as fundamental, matter is derivative from consciousness. We cannot get
behind consciousness. Everything that we talk about, everything that we regard as existing,
postulates consciousness. There is no matter as such; it exists only by virtue of a force bringing
the particle to vibration and holding it together in a minute solar system; we must assume behind
this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. The mind is the matrix of all matter.’ Max Planck Quoted in the papers for Beyond the Brain conference 28/29.10.17.
N Mary F Schmidt on subatomic fragments ‘Mind before matter. Visions of a new science of
consciousness;’ (Feiffer, Mack et al 2007, p 53)
‘In that domain (looking through an electron microscope) in the range of a millionth of a
centimetre, the body appears more like a vast sea, inhabited by many types of creatures. Ocean
caves (pores in the skin) seem to be inhabited by various sea creatures, (bacteria) nerve receptors
in the inner ear look like sea anenomes, and the taste buds as beautiful flower
arrangements……Sea snakes piggy backing giant sea lions are actually muscle tissue with nerve
fibres running along their surface…… These beautiful things are all communicating with one
another, and are vibrating, dancing, at their own natural rhythms, thousands of times per second,
following an exquisite timed choreography……But if we continue the magnification 8 more orders
of magnitude, (10 to the power of minus 14) all semblance of solidity is gone. We are now
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viewing each atom….The hundreds of subatomic fragments of the protons and neutrons of the
nucleus, such as leptons, mesons, quarks, though spoken of as particles are not so much entities,
as intelligent, vibratory patterns of interacting, communicating energies. Some of these can go
backwards in time, go in and out of existence…..in the world of quarks, leptons, bosons, one can
more readily speak of oneself as a ‘fire’ person, or and ‘earth, or ‘air\’ person, where these
qualities of earth, air, fire, water refer not to such things as dirt, H2O, or nitrogen and
oxygen, but to qualities of personality.
N Explanation of ‘perfect pitch’ and the origin of the note A
Laszlo implies that the A field is like subtle sound, and mentions the example of the B flat note 57
octaves below middle C which comes from a super black hole in the Pegasus galaxy. That seems
to be roughly in tune with the Schuman resonance frequency of 7.8Hz which comes from the
40,000 km long circular tube of the ionosphere continuously aroused by thunder. This sounds B
on the modern A 440 Hz standard, 2 octaves below the lowest note of the piano, and an octave
below the 32 foot diapason of the organ. However, I believe that gave rise to the name ‘A’ for
that fundamental music note of the earth, which is about 500 Hz now called ‘B’, but called ‘A’
around 4 centuries ago when organs were tuned to a lower pitch than they are now. Those with
‘perfect pitch’ can ‘hear’ this note subconsciously, and tune their instruments to it.
The combination of billions of such notes from the galaxies creates the ‘music of the spheres’
(harmonium mundi) described by Plato and Kepler. Music can bring people to life in a dance hall,
rouse them to march to war, invoke sadness at a funeral. I postulate that we hear this subtle
unconsciously, which does the same, by arousing our particles to form atoms and molecules of
amino acids to create proteins, etc, which, given the right conditions can spring in to what we call
life.
Plato intuited that the universe is a dodecahedron (12 sided) like the Zodiac (12 segmented ‘circle
of little animals’) I vision it as the 12 different clusters play different tunes. The sun, moon and
planets seem to act as carriers, focusing the subtle energy of the A field coming from behind
them. So when the sun is in Aries, the Aries cluster is behind the sun, as seen from the earth. The
sun absorbs Aries energy and reradiates it on to us on earth together with its own Sun’s field. As
the sun is the most powerful, Aries energy is the dominant tune from the sun during the Aries
month (21st March to 21st April). The moon and planets do the same, but their energies are
weaker, but still significant. The music of the spheres that we hear on earth therefore varies with
the relative positions of the sun, moon and planets.
Another factor is their aspects to each other. When in conjunction and opposition they resonate
and harmonise maximally, but when they are in quadrature (square) they are in maximum
disharmony (like an augmented 4th, known as the ‘devil’s interval’) when in sextile (60 degrees)
and trine (120 degrees) These differences in the relative positions of the planets affect the mix of
architypal energies in the A field, which are different every moment of time.
We breathe this subtle energy into our body with every breath, but our first breath set the
settings on our biocomputer, which was when we acquired our soul and destiny. We breathe in
oxygen (known in ancient scriptures as the ‘horse’) and also with spirit (known as the ‘rider’). I
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postulate that this life force enters our body most easily through the ethmoid bone, which is
spongy and permeable behind the nasal passage, because I feel more alive and intelligent if I
inhale through my nose. Perpetual mouth-breathers (with gaping mouths) are associated with
morons, perhaps because they fail to nourish this part of the brain with spirit.

Appendix 2 Definitions of words used by Laszlo (Laszlo 2007)
a) Quantum vacuum. ‘Elementary particles are viewed as vibrating elements or strings’ (p8)
Einstein considered all phenomena of interest to physics as the interaction of continuous fields’
(p9) Physicists see each particle as a string which makes its own ‘music’ together with all other
particles’ (p9) Cosmically, entire stars and galaxies vibrate together, as, in the final analysis,
does the whole universe.’ (p9) Smolin is one of the founders of the theory of loop quantum
gravity, according to which space is a network of nodes that interconnects all points. The
theory explains how space and time are generated, and also accounts for action at a distance,
that is for the strange entanglement that underlies the phenomena known as nonlocality. This
foundation is the virtual energy sea known as the quantum vacuum.
b) In-formation. Named by Bohm, in-formation is a fundamental and decisive factor in setting
the parameters for the evolution of the real world. (p13) Puthoff wrote: ‘on the cosmological
scale, a grand hand–in-glove equilibrium exists between the ever agitated motion of matter on
the quantum level, and the surrounding zero-point energy field. One consequence of this is
that we are literally physically ‘in touch’ with the rest of the cosmos as we share with remote
parts of the universe fluctuating zero-point fields of even cosmological dimensions. Does
modulation of such fields carry meaningful information as in the popular concept of the Force?
(p 67) In-formation is a subtle, quasi-instant, non-evanescent, non-energetic connection
between things in different locations in space and events in different points in time. Such
connections are termed ‘non local’ in science and ‘transpersonal’ in consciousness research. Information links things (particles, atoms, molecules, organisms, ecologies, solar systems, entire
galaxies as well as the mind and consciousness associated with some of these things)
regardless of how far they are from each other and how much time has passed since
connections were created between them. (p68)
c) Holographic universe. In a hologram, an image in 2 dimensions generates an image in 3
dimensions. (p20) The information on which the image is based is present throughout the
holographic record. (p72) Memory is recalled from a holographic record. (p116)
d) Coherence. The parts of the coherent system are so finely adjusted to each other that a
change in any one of them introduces a change in all the others….propagating through the
system quasi-instantaneously, and are enduring. (p24)
e) Quanta. The smallest identifiable units of matter, fo9rce and light are not entirely ‘separate
realities’ but specific forms and bundles of underlying energy fields. Some of the quanta have
matter-like properties, such as mass, gravitation and inertia, making up the particles that
convey effective interaction among matter-like quanta. Yet others have light-like properties;
they carry electromagnetic waves that carry the visible spectrum. But none of these quanta are
truly separate from one another, for – once having shared the same state – they remain
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interlinked no matter how far they may be from each other. And none behave as ordinary
objects. They have both corpuscular and wave properties, depending, it seems, on the way the
experiments through which they are observed are set up. (p25)
f) Speed of propagation. In Nicholas Gisin’s experiment in 1997 particles 10 km apart
appeared to be in communication 20,000 times faster than the velocity of light. The
experiments also show that the connection between the particles is not transmitted by
conventional means through the measuring apparatus; it is intrinsic to the particles
themselves. The particles are ‘entangled’; their correlation is not sensitive either to distance in
space, or to difference in time.’ (p31)
g) Living and dead. That the living organism is coherent as a whole is not surprising – what is
surprising is the degree and form of its coherence. The organism’s coherence goes beyond the
coherence of a biochemical system; in some respects it attains the coherence of a quantum
system. Evidently, if living organisms are not to succumb to the constraints of the physical
world, their component parts and organs must be precisely yet flexibly correlated with each
other. Without such correlation, physical processes would soon break down the organisation of
the living state, bringing it closer to the inert state of thermal and chemical equilibrium in
which life as we know it is impossible. Near equilibrium states are largely inert, incapable of
maintaining processes such as metabolism and reproduction, essential to the living state. An
organism is in thermal and chemical equilibrium only when it is dead. As long as it is living, it is
in a state of dynamic equilibrium in which it stores energy and information, and has them
available to drive its vital functions. (p45)
h) Quantum-type processes creating spontaneous improvisation. No matter how diverse
the cells, organs and organ systems of the organism, in essential respects, they act as one.
According to the experimental biophysicist Mae-Wan Ho, they behave like a good jazz band,
where every player responds immediately and spontaneously to the improvisations of others.
The super jazz band of an organism never ceases to play in a lifetime, expressing the
harmonies and melodies of the individual organism with a recurring rhythm and beat, but with
endless variations…..The ‘music’ of a higher organism ranges over more than 70 octaves. It is
made up of the vibrations of localised chemical bonds, the turning of molecular wheels, the
beating of micro cilia, the propagation of fluxes of protons and electrons, and the flowing on
metabolites and ionic currents within and among cells through ten orders of special magnitude.
The level of coherence exhibited by organisms suggests that quantum-type processes take
place in them. (p 46)
i) Nonlocality in a virtual sea of possibilities. In their pristine state, quanta are not just in
one place at one time; each single quantum is both here and there, and in a sense is
everywhere in space time…the observer fishes the quanta out of a sea of possibilities. They
are highly sociable.(p26) If the genome is not guided by divine will, or transcendant agency, it
must be guided by the links of the integrated organism with its milieu. Thus we must conclude
that n ot onoy are the parts of the organism nonlocally coherent; also the entire organism is
nonlocally coherent with its larger environment. (p 150)
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j) Wavefunctions. Quanta are standing waves, and can be described by wave functions. All
visible order in the universe is determined by the rules that govern the interference of these
waves. The possible patterns of interference among the standing waves we know as atoms
determines what kind of molecules the atoms can form, and hence what kind of chemical
systems can come about. The pattern of interference of molecules determines in turn the
possible kinds of intermolecular interactions, including the complex interactions that form the
basis of life. (p28)
k) Life itself depends crucially on interactions with the vacuum. The evidence concerns the
nature of the bonds among water molecules…..the properties of water make life possible…..the
decisive processes involve the bonds between the hydrogen components of the H2O
molecules. These bonds are more than ten times weaker than the typical chemical bonds.
Because of the stretching of the molecular bonds between hydrogen atoms and their host
oxygen atom, every drop of water is constantly forming and reforming mixture of molecular
structures. Felix Franks of the University of Cambridge has shown that this flexibility is due to
the interaction of the bonds with quantum level vibrations in the ZPF. (p63)
l) Fermion field Even in the absence of matter, cosmic space is not empty. A number of fields
occupy it with positive energy values. (p35) This was called the ‘luminiferous ether’ in the 19th
century. In the 1960s, Paul Dirac showed that fluctuations in fermion fields (fields of matter
particles) produced a polarization of the ZPF….Puthoff claims that the very stability of atoms is
due to the interaction with the vacuum…...Pressure waves have been found to propagate in
interstellar space….a wave generated by the black hole….has been travelling for 2.5 bn years
with a frequency corresponding to B flat, 57 octaves below middle C.(p 63)
m) Relationship between the A field and the ZPF Recent discoveries in quantum physics
show that this Akashic field is real and has its equivalent in sciences zero point field that
underlies space itself. This field consists of a subtle sea of fluctuation energies from which all
things arise; atoms and galaxies, stars and planets, human beings, and even consciousness.
This zero point Akashic field is the constant and enduring memory of the universe. It holds the
record of all that has happened on Earth and in the cosmos and relates to all that is yet to
happen. (back cover) This (A field) is not the zero point field, for its properties transcend those
currently thought to be associated with that field. It is a different field, of which we know the
effects, but do not yet possess a mathematical description. It is nonetheless clear that this
field exists, for it produces real effects….described as nonlocal coherence and in-formation
throughout the many domains of nature. (p 75)
n) Matter. In the last count, matter is but a waveform disturbance in the quasi-infinite energy
and in-formation-sea that is the connecting field and the enduring memory of the universe. (p
105) Neurons in the brain consist of quanta in complex configurations, and quanta are not
devoid of the qualities we associate with consciousness.
o) Mind. Dyson said: ‘Matter in quantum mechanics is not inert substance, but active agent….It
appears that mind, as manifest by the capacity to make choices, is inherent in every electron.’
In that case, there is no categorical divide between matter and mind. (p110) What we call
matter is the aspect we apprehend when we look at a person, a plant or a molecule from the
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outside; mind is the aspect we obtain when we look from the inside. (p 111) All things in the
world – quanta and galaxies, molecules, cells and organisms, - have materiality, as well as
interiority . Matter and mind are not separate, distinct realities; they are complementary
aspects of the reality of the cosmos. (p 112)
p) Consciousness. The observation that brain function is associated with consciousness does
not entail that the brain creates consciousness (p108) When we do not suppress the
corresponding intuitions, we can be in-formed by things as small as a particle, or as large as a
galaxy…..In a higher state of consciousness, Mitchell remarked, we can enter into deep
communication with the universe. In these states the awareness of every cell in the body
coherently resonates with what Mitchell identified as ‘the holographically information in the
quantum zero pint energy field.’(p 113)
q) Bohm’s implicate and explicate order. His ‘hidden variables’ theory suggests that the
selection of the state of the quantum is not random; it is guided by an underlying physical
process, In Bohm’s theory, a pilot wave, identified as the quantum potential ‘Q’ emerges from
a deeper, unobservable domain of the universe, and guides the observed behaviour of
particles. Thus particle behaviour is indeterministic only on the surface; at the deeper level it is
determined by the quantum potential. Later, Bohm called the deeper level the ‘implicate order’,
a holofield where all the states of the quantum are permanently coded. Observed reality is the
‘expliciate order;’ it is rooted in, and unfolds from the implicate order. (p136)
r) Entanglement carries information It is not the property of a single particle that carries
information, but the state of the ensemble in which the particle is embedded. As the particles
are intrinsically ‘entangled’ with each other, the superimposed wave function of the entire
quantum system describes the state of each particle within it. The mutual entanglement of
quanta indicates that information is subtly but effectively transmitted throughout the quantum
world. As this information linking is both instant and enduring, it appears to be independent of
space as well as of time. (Nonlocal) (p 142)

s) EMFs from biomolecules. Consisting of billions of atoms, biomolecules resonate at
frequencies between 100 and 1,000 GHz. Their longitudinal oscillations are linked to periodic
charge displacements giving rise to the radiation of electro magnetic waves of the same
frequency. Durr speculated that such specifically modulated carrier waves could interlink
biomolecules, cells, and even entire organisms, whether they are contiguous, or at a
considerable distance from each other. (p 147)

Appendix 3 ORIGIN OF THE 12 ASTROLOGICAL ARCHETYPES OF
SUBTLE ENERGY In accordance with the conclusions in this paper, I have revised figure 5
of my previous paper (J Kapp 2016) with the tetraktys pyramid of nested hierarchies, as follows:
0 All is one (Absolute, God, Reality, Everything, etc) which divides into:
0 0 Matter (visible, physical, energy, Yang, Bohm’s explicate order, what is seen looking
outward with the eyes) and
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Mind (invisible, in-formation, Yin, diathetes, implicate order, what is seen when looking
inward, with the third eye of the mind)
0 0 0 The One also divides into the 3 Modalities,
Cardinal, (initiating, Brahma, perhaps positively charged like a proton).
Fixed (maintaining, Vishnu, perhaps neutrally charged like a neutrino)
Mutable (changing, Shiva, perhaps negatively charged like an electron)
0 0 0 0 The One divides into the 4 astrological elements: Fire, Earth, Air, Water, in the
following states:
Astrological element State of most matter State of water ( Pollack 2013)
Earth
Solid
Solid (ice)
Water
Liquid
Exclusion Zone (EZ) (layered water)
Air
Gaseous
Liquid (‘bulk water’)
Fire
Plasma
Water vapour, steam
When the 3 modalities are multiplied by the 4 elements, we get the subtle energies fields of the
12 astrological archetypes :
Aries, cardinal fire, Taurus, fixed earth, Gemini, mutable air, Cancer, cardinal water, Leo,
fixed fire, Virgo, mutable earth, Libra, cardinal air, Scopio, fixed water, Sagittarius, mutable
fire, Capricorn, cardinal earth, Aquarius, fixed air, Pisces, mutable water.
We receive a different mixture of these subtle energies every moment, which explains the varying
quality of time.

Appendix 4 Definitions (from Wikipedia)
A Magnetic fields
Magnetic fields can be produced by moving electric charges and the intrinsic magnetic
moments of elementary particles associated with a fundamental quantum property,
their spin.[1][2] In special relativity, electric and magnetic fields are two interrelated aspects of a
single object, called the electromagnetic tensor; the split of this tensor into electric and magnetic
fields depends on the relative velocity of the observer and charge. In quantum physics, the
electromagnetic field is quantized and electromagnetic interactions result from the exchange
of photons.
In everyday life, magnetic fields are most often encountered as a force created by permanent
magnets, which pull on ferromagnetic materials such as iron, cobalt, or nickel, and attract or repel
other magnets.
All moving charged particles produce magnetic fields. Moving point charges, such as electrons,
produce complicated but well known magnetic fields that depend on the charge, velocity, and
acceleration of the particles.[21]
Magnetic field lines form in concentric circles around a cylindrical current-carrying conductor, such
as a length of wire. The direction of such a magnetic field can be determined by using the "right
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hand grip rule" (see figure at right). The strength of the magnetic field decreases with distance
from the wire
B Electron
‘The electron is a subatomic particle, symbol e− or β−, with a negative elementary electric
charge.[8] Electrons belong to the first generation of the lepton particle family,[9] and are
generally thought to be elementary particles because they have no known components or
substructure.[1] The electron has a mass that is approximately 1/1836 that of
the proton.[10] Quantum mechanical properties of the electron include an intrinsic angular
momentum (spin) of a half-integer value, expressed in units of the reduced Planck constant, ħ. As
it is a fermion, no two electrons can occupy the same quantum state, in accordance with the Pauli
exclusion principle.[9]Like all elementary particles, electrons exhibit properties of both particles and
waves: they can collide with other particles and can be diffracted like light. The wave properties of
electrons are easier to observe with experiments than those of other particles like neutrons and
protons because electrons have a lower mass and hence a longer De Broglie wavelength for a
given energy.
Electrons play an essential role in numerous physical phenomena, such
as electricity, magnetism, and thermal conductivity, and they also participate
in gravitational, electromagnetic and weak interactions.[11] Since an electron has charge, it
has a surrounding electric field, and if that electron is moving relative to an observer it will
generate a magnetic field. Electromagnetic fields produced from other sources (not those selfproduced) will affect the motion of an electron according to the Lorentz force law. Electrons
radiate or absorb energy in the form of photons when they are accelerated. Laboratory
instruments are capable of trapping individual electrons as well as electron plasma by the use of
electromagnetic fields. Special telescopes can detect electron plasma in outer space. Electrons
are involved in many applications such as electronics, welding, cathode ray tubes, electron
microscopes, radiation therapy, lasers, gaseous ionization detectors and particle accelerators.
Interactions involving electrons with other subatomic particles are of interest in fields such
as chemistry and nuclear physics. The Coulomb force interaction between the

positive protons within atomic nuclei and the negative electrons without, allows the
composition of the two known as atoms. Ionization or differences in the proportions
of negative electrons versus positive nuclei changes the binding energy of an atomic
system. The exchange or sharing of the electrons between two or more atoms is the
main cause of chemical bonding.[12] In 1838, British natural philosopher Richard Laming first
hypothesized the concept of an indivisible quantity of electric charge to explain the chemical
properties of atoms.[3] Irish physicist George Johnstone Stoney named this charge 'electron' in
1891, and J. J. Thomson and his team of British physicists identified it as a particle in
1897.[5][13][14] Electrons can also participate in nuclear reactions, such as nucleosynthesis in stars,
where they are known as beta particles. Electrons can be created through beta
decay of radioactive isotopes and in high-energy collisions, for instance when cosmic rays enter
the atmosphere. The antiparticle of the electron is called the positron; it is identical to

the electron except that it carries electrical and other charges of the opposite sign.
When an electron collides with a positron, both particles can be totally annihilated,
producing gamma rayphotons.
C Proton
A proton is a subatomic particle, symbol p or p+, with a positive electric charge of +1e elementary
charge and mass slightly less than that of a neutron. Protons and neutrons, each with masses of
approximately one atomic mass unit, are collectively referred to as "nucleons".
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One or more protons are present in the nucleus of every atom; they are a necessary part of the
nucleus. The number of protons in the nucleus is the defining property of an element, and is
referred to as the atomic number (represented by the symbol Z). Since each element has a unique
number of protons, each element has its own unique atomic number.
The word proton is Greek for "first", and this name was given to the hydrogen nucleus by Ernest
Rutherford in 1920. In previous years, Rutherford had discovered that the hydrogen nucleus
(known to be the lightest nucleus) could be extracted from the nuclei of nitrogen by atomic
collisions. Protons were therefore a candidate to be a fundamental particle, and hence a building
block of nitrogen and all other heavier atomic nuclei.
In the modern Standard Model of particle physics, protons are hadrons, and like neutrons, the
other nucleon (particles present in atomic nuclei), are composed of three quarks. Although
protons were originally considered fundamental or elementary particles, they are now known to be
composed of three valence quarks: two up quarks and one down quark. The rest masses of
quarks contribute only about 1% of a proton's mass, however.[3] The remainder of a proton's
mass is due to quantum chromodynamics binding energy, which includes the kinetic energy of the
quarks and the energy of the gluon fields that bind the quarks together. Because protons are not
fundamental particles, they possess a physical size, though not a definite one; the root mean
square charge radius of a proton is about 0.84–0.87 fm or 0.84×10−15 to 0.87×10−15 m.[4][5]
At sufficiently low temperatures, free protons will bind to electrons. However, the character of
such bound protons does not change, and they remain protons. A fast proton moving through
matter will slow by interactions with electrons and nuclei, until it is captured by the electron
cloud of an atom. The result is a protonated atom, which is a chemical compound of hydrogen. In
vacuum, when free electrons are present, a sufficiently slow proton may pick up a single free
electron, becoming a neutral hydrogen atom, which is chemically a free radical. Such "free
hydrogen atoms" tend to react chemically with many other types of atoms at sufficiently low
energies. When free hydrogen atoms react with each other, they form neutral hydrogen molecules
(H2), which are the most common molecular component of molecular clouds in interstellar space.
A neutrino (/nuːˈtriːnoʊ/ or /njuːˈtriːnoʊ/) (denoted by the Greek letter ν) is
a fermion (an elementary particle with half-integer spin) that interacts only via the weak
subatomic force and gravity.[2][3] The mass of the neutrino is much smaller than that of the other
known elementary particles.[1]
The neutrino is so named because it is electrically neutral and because its rest mass is so small (ino) that it was originally thought to be zero. The weak force has a very short range, gravity is
extremely weak on the subatomic scale, and neutrinos, as leptons, do not participate in the strong
interaction. Thus, neutrinos typically pass through normal matter unimpeded and undetected.[2][3]
D Cytoplasm is the material within a living cell, excluding the cell nucleus. It
comprises cytosol (the gel-like substance enclosed within the cell membrane) and the organelles –
the cell's internal sub-structures. All of the contents of the cells of prokaryotic organisms (such
as bacteria, which lack a cell nucleus) are contained within the cytoplasm. Within the cells
of eukaryotic organisms the contents of the cell nucleus are separated from the cytoplasm, and
are then called the nucleoplasm. The cytoplasm is about 80% water and usually colorless.[1]
The submicroscopic ground cell substance or cytoplasmatic matrix which remains after exclusion
the cell organelles and particles is groundplasm. It is the hyaloplasm of light microscopy, and high
complex, polyphasic system in which all of resolvable cytoplasmic elements of are suspended,
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including the larger organelles such as the ribosomes, mitochondria, the
plant plastids, lipid droplets, and vacuoles.
It is within the cytoplasm that most cellular activities occur, such as many metabolic
pathways including glycolysis, and processes such as cell division. The concentrated inner area is
called the endoplasm and the outer layer is called the cell cortex or the ectoplasm.
Movement of calcium ions in and out of the cytoplasm is a signaling activity
for metabolic processes.[2]
In plants, movement of the cytoplasm around vacuoles is known as cytoplasmic streaming.
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